system an inferior performance in comparison to the optimum soft limiting is dependent upon its capability to suppress the interference imposed combiner, they have the advantage of dispensing with any sideby other users. The better is this interference suppression capability, information and hence they constitute attractive design alternatives. the larger the number of users the system is capable of supporting. The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section II From the perspective of interference suppression, the choice of an the system under consideration is described. Section III consists of a appropriate diversity combining scheme is an important consideration discussion of the various diversity combining schemes considered, in the design of a noncoherent FFH assisted M-ary frequency shift while in Section IV the achievable performance is characterized. keying (MFSK) receiver. The conventional FFH-MFSK based MA Finally, in Section V we present our conclusions. system employs a hard-limiting diversity combiner in the receiver [1] . Based on the maximum likelihood criterion, Yue [3] derived an II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION optimum combining scheme and approximated it with a soft limiting
The system under consideration is a land mobile communication combiner, which operated on the principle of clipping the outputs system consisting of a single cell serving multiple users and a baseof the energy detectors, if they exceeded a preset threshold, before station (BS), as considered in [3] . All the users communicate with performing linear combining. Yue [3] showed that the soft limiting each other through the BS, employing FFH-MFSK signals. The combiner outperformed both the hard limiting combining and the schematic of a FFH-MFSK transmitter is shown in Fig. 1 .Device tone and consists of a square-law detector, followed by a diversity Receiver schematic of the FFH-MFSK system using diversity deiso vaibe,ie.h t FK oei h rnmte n g decision variables, i.e. the kth MFSK tone iS the transmitted one if qk is the maximum of q , m = 1, 2,. . ., M. In the presence of MA interference, the energy received from the interfering users may interval is approximated by that of its main spectral lobe occupying lead to erroneous decisions and consequently, the BER of the system Rh = l7Th. The 
experienced by the various users are also independent of each other.
WI8 M/Th ML(
However, the Nakagami fading parameter m is the same for all the III. DIVERSITY COMBINING SCHEMES signalling tones of all the users. Let U be the total number of users supported by the communication In this section we briefly discuss a variety of non-linear diversity system under consideration. Then, when a particular user transmits a combining methods that may be employed in FFH-MFSK based signal to the BS, the signals transmitted by all other (U -1) users systems, in order to suppress the effects of MA interference. After the can be modeled as continuous wave interfering tones. We assume square-law detector stage of Fig. 2 , the reciever has M x L variables a chip-synchronous system, where the chip transitions of all users for each transmitted symbol, corresponding to the L hops and the M are aligned. This may be achieved by the transmissions of periodic tones. Let these variables be represented by Zml, m =1, 2, schM; clock alignment signals from the BS to all users. Furthermore, perfect 1,e2,eL In the context of each of the diversity combining schemes, power control is assumed such that the power of all the signals except in the case of product combining [7] , the decision is based received by the BS from all users is equal. Thus, the signal ri(t) on the sum of a particular function of the outputs produced by the recieved at the BS can be modeled as square-law detectors. Thus, the decision metric qm of a non-linear
combining scheme is given by [7] h,(t =hs(t) + Y,hj Ij(t) + n (t),
1=1
where Si(t) represents the desired signal transmitted by the ith user, It ca bese.rm()ta.ntecotx flna obnn,w i =1,2,... ,U, 13(t) denotes the signal transmitted by the jth havef(zmi) Zm [7] .
interferer and U' K U -1 is the number of active interferers.
Furthermore, h8 =ãe2OS and h3 =õe2Oi are the channel gains, ctS and aj are the Nakagami-m ditributed envelopes and Os and 0j A. Hard Limiting Majority Vote Combining are the corresponding phases. Finally, in (2), n(t) is the Additive
The conventional diversity combiner of the FFH-MA system White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) of one-sided power spectral density proposed in [1] is referred to as the Hard Limiting Majority Vote N0. Note that for our subsequent investigations, we assume that all (HLMV) combiner. In the context of this combining scheme, at the the users are simultaneously active and thus we have U' -U -1.
end of each hop, the output of a square-law detector is assigned a This diversity combining scheme is often also referred to as the ing to a non-signal tone will carry low power in at least one of the L Normalized Envelope Detection (NED) arrangement. When using this hops, with a high probability. Consequently, when the product of the combining scheme, for each hop, the output of each square law detector outputs over all hops is computed, the decision variable qm detector seen in Fig. 2 is normalized by the sum of the outputs of all corresponding to the non-signal tone yields a low value. By contrast, the M detectors. The corresponding decision function is thus given in the context of the desired signal tone, the product of the detector by [6] :
Zml outputs generated for all hops will yield a significantly higher value,
(6) owing to the presence of the signal power in addition to any noise Zm=1 Zml and jamming power. Thus, a correct decision is likely to be facilitated This normalization operation results in de-emphasizing of the in-using this diversity combining scheme.
terference energy. The normalized energy detector outputs are then summed over all hops and the decision variable corresponding to E. Order Statistics-Normalized Envelope Detection Based Diversity each hop is determined by substituting (6) 
The basic idea behind the ordering is to identify the higher square-law T=12...M;I= 1, 2, ... L.
detector outputs and thus to find ways of identifying the interference The final decision variable qm is determined by substituting (7) into contaminated signals. Following this ranking, the self-normalization (4) [7] . The value of C in (7), which is usually referred to as the operation is performed on the ordered values as expressed in (6 (0 achieved assuming perfect side information. However, again, the Rb M (0 measurement of the noise power is mandatory in order to accurately Since, the objective of this contribution is to compare the performance adjust the clipping threshold.
of various diversity combining schemes, we arbitrarily opt for having M = 64, which gives L = 12 for W88/Rb = 128. Note from (3) employed in conjunction with the SLC for all SNR values, as seen that, for a fixed W88/Rb, the spectral efficiency of the system in Fig. 8 , the performance of the SLC degrades so much that even depends only on the number of users supported. the PCR and the OS-NED outperform it for Eb/No in excess of In Fig. 3 , we have plotted the BER against the total number of 22dB or less than 13dB. users for the diversity combining schemes outlined in Section III. The results portrayed in this figure correspond to m = 1, which is equivalent to a Rayleigh fading channel, and Eb/NO = 20dB, where V. CONCLUSION Eb is the transmitted energy per bit. The results of Fig. 3 show that We have comparatively studied the performance of a range of the achievable performance of the linear combining scheme and the diversity combining schemes in terms of their ability to combat NED of Section III is poor, although when the number of users is MIA interference, when they are used in a FFH-MFSK system comlow, for example when we have U = 10, their BER curves drop municating over Nakagami fading channels. Our simulation results relatively sharply. Moreover, Fig. 3 shows that the performance of demonstrate that the optimum SLC proposed in [31 outperforms the SLC is the best among the ones investigated, while the BER all the other schemes considered. The linear and the NED based performance of the HLMV, the PCR and the OS-NED is similar to combining schemes offer little advantage in terms of suppressing the each other and inferior to that of the SLC. IV*A interference. Two other schemes, namely the OS-NED and the In Fig. 4 , the BER performance of the SLC, the HLMV, the PCR PCR, offer useful performance gains and, although their performance and the OS-NED based combining schemes is shown for two more remains inferior in comparison to that of the optimum SLC, they Eb/NO values, namely for 10 and 15 dB. It can be deduced from constitute attractive design options. This is because, unlike the SLC, the results of Figs. 3 and 4 that the HLMV scheme is more sensitive they do not require the assitance of side information. When a high to the SNR than the other schemes considered. Thus, as seen in diversity order is employed or when the SNR is relatively low, the while that of the OS-NED is the next best.
[3] 0. Fig. 7 , for increasing values of M, the performance of all the schemes improves. This is primarily a benefit of a reduction in the probability of interference, when a high number of signalling tones is available. Note in Fig. 7 that the SLC significantly benefits from having increased M and its BER curve drops well below those of the other two schemes shown for high number of users, for example when we have U =50 and 60. Moreover, Fig. 7 shows that the PCR outperforms the OS-NED for M =128 and 256.
In Fig. 8 , the achievable BER corresponding to three diversity combiners is plotted against the SNR for U =30 users. The results of Fig. 8 indicate the significance of using optimum clipping thresholds in the context of the SLC. When a fixed threshold is Fig. 8 
